
 
 

   

 

Autobooks works hard to make small business banking simple. Through our partnerships with banks and 

credit unions, small business owners can gain access to a modern suite of tools to help making running 
their business easier.  

 
When you join Autobooks, you're joining a team dedicated to small business growth. We want your 
ideas, passion and experience to continue improving what we offer.  

 
Our downtown Detroit HQ is in the vibrant Madison building, named one of the World's Coolest Offices 

by Inc. Magazine. Autobooks also has a growing presence in Texas with a satellite office in Austin; and 
offers flexible, remote work environments for certain roles. 
 

Ready to help change what it means to do small business? Let's talk.  
 
 

The Role:  

The ideal person for this role will be responsible for the development and administration of BI tools along 
with complete knowledge of the BI system. You will convert raw data into meaningful insights through 

interactive and easy-to-understand dashboards and reports. 
 
Responsibilities: 

 
• Understand business requirements in BI context and design data models to transform raw data 

into meaningful insights 
• Create custom dashboards and interactive visual reports using Power BI 
• Identify key performance indicators (KPIs) with clear objectives and consistently monitor those 

• Analyzing data and present data through reports that aid decision-making 
• Design, develop, test, and deploy Power BI scripts and perform detailed analytics 

• Perform DAX queries and functions in Power BI 
• Analyze current ETL process, define and design new systems 
• Data warehouse development and work with SSAS, SSIS, and SSRS 

• Redefine and make technical/strategic changes to enhance existing Business Intelligence 
systems 

• SQL querying for best results, use of filters and graphs for better understanding of data 

• Work with users and team members at all levels for performance improvement and suggestions 
 

Required Experience/Skills: 
 

• Power BI Report Builder 

• SRSS 

• Comprehensive knowledge of data design, data modeling, data management, and data 
visualization 

• Strong communication and client management skills 

• Ability to learn and respond quickly to the fast-changing business environment 

• Stay updated with advancements and best practices in design and development 

• Ability to multitask and excellent interpersonal skills 
 

Our Values:  



 
 

   

 

 

• Teamwork 

• Sense of Urgency 

• Integrity/Ethics 

• Accountability 
 

 
Job Type: 
 

• Full Time 
 

 
Job Location: 
 

• Detroit, MI or remote 
 

 
A flexible, entrepreneurial work environment and team atmosphere makes this a great place to work. 
Please provide a complete resume and work history detailing your qualifications and experience to 

careers@autobooks.co and indicate “Power BI Analyst” as the subject. To learn more about us, visit 
www.autobooks.co. 

 

 
 


